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Chapter 1  
 

1. General introduction 
 

 

 

 

All scientific progress is progress in a method. 

René Descartes 

 

 

Abstract 

 

In this chapter the history of liquid chromatography (LC) is briefly discussed. It is 

evident that the demand for smaller particels and high pressures arose as soon as the 

theoretical background of liquid chromatography was established. This demand 

eventually led to the development of the contemporary ultra-high pressure liquid 

chromatography (UHPLC). Fundamental advantages of using small particles in LC are 

discussed. The major applications of UHPLC in modern analytical chemistry are 

mentioned. Finally, the role of UHPLC in polymer analysis is addressed and the scope 

of the present thesis is outlined.       
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1.1. Development of liquid chromatography 
 

According to the IUPAC definition [1], “chromatography is a physical method of 

separation, in which the components to be separated are distributed between two 

phases, one of which is stationary (stationary phase) while the other (the mobile phase) 

moves in a definite direction. In liquid chromatography (LC) the mobile phase is a 

liquid.” 

Chromatography was discovered in the beginning of the twentieth century by 

Russian botanist Mikhail Tswett (1872 – 1919). He succeeded in separating several 

plant pigments using glass tubes filled with calcium carbonate. The technique was 

named “chromatography” (from Greek words “chroma” – “colour” and “graphein” – “to 

write”) because the separated colorants could be observed in the column. Interestingly, 

the last name of the scientist himself, when translated from Russian, means “colour”.  

The transformation of the original LC to the commonly used separation technique, 

as it is now, took a number of decades. The method was ignored and even criticized for 

many years. One of the reasons for that was scepticism about the notion that 

chromatographic separation can provide pure substances [2]. The discussion on 

usefulness of chromatography ended around 1930 when the young scientist Edgar 

Lederer used the technique to separate xanthophylls from egg yolk. The method was 

picked up by other groups and used for separation of various natural substances [3].  

In its early days chromatography served as a preparative technique to obtain pure 

compounds, which then could be studied further. Initial LC experiments were 

conducted using open wide-bore glass columns packed with relatively large particles 

(ca. 50 m) [4]. The technique was laborious. First an adsorbent had to be prepared 

and packed into glass tubes. Then sample solution was introduced on the top of the 

column and the separation was performed by gravity forces using previously selected 

solvents [5]. After the separation was completed, the packing material was carefully 

removed from the column and the zones of the absorbent containing different 

compounds were separated from each other. Finally, the separated components were 

extracted from the material using suitable solvents. Later – in the so-called flow-

through chromatography – the separated compounds were washed out of the column 

with the solvent. The effluent was collected in small fractions and each fraction was 
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investigated. The efficiency of the first LC columns was very low, while the separation 

itself took several hours [4]. 

With further development of LC, it became possible to monitor the fractions 

simultaneously with performing the separation and to use mixture of solvents for 

adjusting the eluent strength. This determined the success of LC not only as a 

preparative technique, but also as a separation method that provides information on the 

sample content. 

The theoretical background of chromatography was established by Martin and 

Synge in 1941 [6]. They introduced the concept of a theoretical plate, which allowed 

measuring the performance of the technique. They also described the factors affecting 

band broadening during chromatographic analysis and they anticipated improvements 

in separation by using columns packed with smaller particles at high pressures [6]. 

In 1956 Van Deemter and co-workers at Shell Amsterdam extended the work of 

Martin and Synge and proposed a mathematical equation describing the sources of 

band broadening in a chromatographic column [7]. This resulted in a well-known 

equation, which correlates the plate height H achieved during separation and the 

(superficial) linear velocity of the mobile phase u0. 
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where A, B and C are coefficients; dp – the particle diameter of the stationary phase and 

Dm – diffusion coefficient of the analyte in the mobile phase. 

Three main effects causing the dispersion in LC column were identified, viz. eddy 

diffusion (A-term), longitudinal diffusion (B-term), and mass transfer (C-term). The 

work of Van Deemter confirmed conclusions of Martin and Synge on better LC 

performance of stationary phases with small particle diameters. At equal linear 

velocities smaller particles offered lower plate heights, i.e. higher efficiencies compared 

to larger particles. Alternatively, smaller particles could offer faster separations while 

maintaining efficiencies similar to those of larger particles. It also became evident that 

for each particle size there was an optimum mobile phase velocity, at which a minimum 

plate height (i.e. maximum separation efficiency) could be achieved. 
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1.2. Towards ultra-high-pressure liquid chromatography (UHPLC) 
 

Although already in the 1940s chromatographic theory had suggested major 

improvements in efficiency and speed of separation when using small particles, 

significant advancements in column and instrument technology were required to 

implement these improvements in practice. Stationary phases with small particles and 

narrow particle-size distributions had to be manufactured and then efficiently packed 

into columns. Because of the considerable backpressures of such columns, 

chromatographs had to be built that could supply solvents at elevated pressures with 

constant flows. Such columns and instruments became available in the 1960s. In 1963 a 

young American entrepreneur, James Waters, in cooperation with Dow Chemical, built 

and commercialized the first system for elevated-pressure (up to 3.5 MPa) gel-

permeation chromatography [8]. Simultaneously Joseph Huber in Eindhoven (and later 

in Amsterdam) and Csaba Horváth at Yale University (USA) were constructing LC 

instruments that could generate high pressures (up to 7 MPa) and employ small            

(< 50 m) particles [9]. Horváth developed the first high-pressure or high-performance 

liquid chromatograph (HPLC) that was used for the separation of biological compounds 

[10]. In the late 1960s HPLC systems with increased pressure limits became available 

from several manufacturers. Finally, in the early 1970s Waters engineers built an HPLC 

system capable of delivering solvents and injecting samples at pressures up to 40 MPa 

(400 bar) [7]. Similar types of LC instruments are still in use in many analytical 

laboratories. 

Simultaneously with the development of LC instrumentation, a great amount of 

research was devoted to improvements in packing materials and packing methods. In 

the 1970s alumina- and silica-based LC stationary-phase particles of 10 and 5 m 

appeared on the market. The applications of LC were significantly extended following 

the synthesis of octadecyl-bonded (reversed-phase) silica packing materials. In the 

1990s columns packed with 3-5 m particles became common practice in LC [7].  

Further improvements in separation speed and efficiency required using particles of 

2 m and smaller. However, such columns generate very high backpressures. The 

easiest way to overcome this problem was to reduce the column length or to use low 

flow rates. The first approach, however, would lead to increased relative extra-column 
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band broadening contributions to the peak width and, thus, to deterioration of 

efficiency. The second approach implied that the separation would have to be conducted 

at linear velocities that were below the optimum for such small particles. In this case, 

the desired improvement in efficiency would not be feasible. To utilize the full potential 

of sub-2 m particles a new generation of LC instruments capable of supplying solvents 

at pressures above 40 MPa was required.  

 

1.3. UHPLC technology 
 

The work on the development of LC instruments with improved pressure 

capabilities started during the late 1990s. The challenge was in building pumps that 

could supply solvents at very high pressures and ensure stable flow rates at such 

conditions. In addition, very narrow and fast eluting peaks would be obtained using 

columns packed with small particles. This posed stringent requirements on extra-

column system (and detector) volumes. The first sophisticated LC systems able to work 

at very high pressures were created independently in the group of James Jorgenson at 

the University of North Carolina (USA) [11] and in the group at Brigham Young 

University (USA) by Milton Lee and co-workers [12]. The term “ultra-high-pressure 

liquid chromatography, UHPLC” was introduced by MacNair et al. for liquid 

chromatographic separations performed at pressures as high as 410 MPa and using 

columns packed with 1.5-m [11] and 1.0-m particles [13]. The first UHPLC systems 

were very complex and were not commercially available. Liquid chromatography with 

pressures above the conventional 40 MPa was commercialized by Waters in 2004 under 

the trade-name “ultra-performance liquid chromatography, UPLC”. Some researchers 

have used the term UPLC in peer-reviewed literature [14]. However, ultra-high-

pressure liquid chromatography or UHPLC has become the accepted terminology for 

separations performed using sub-2-m particles at pressures exceeding the 40 MPa 

limit of high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) [15-17]. Another term used less 

commonly for the same technique is “very-high-pressure liquid chromatography” 

[18,19]. In this thesis we apply the term “ultra-high-pressure liquid chromatography” 

for the separations performed using 1.7-m particles and an HPLC system capable of 
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generating pressures up to 103 MPa. The term UPLC is used as a trademark to describe 

the system and the specialized columns. 

Ultra-high pressures in LC required mechanically stable stationary phases. Non-

porous packing materials were used in initial UHPLC experiments due to their better 

stability at high pressures compared to porous particles. However such columns 

featured limited loading capacities and narrow retention ranges. Soon after the 

development of the first UHPLC systems a new generation of hybrid particles was 

obtained by Waters engineers [20]. Ethylene bridges were created inside the particles to 

strengthen the material. The technology provided packings stable at pressures up to 100 

MPa [21]. These developments spurred the expansion of UHPLC in different analytical 

fields. Nowadays a large number of manufacturers offer UHPLC instrumentation with 

pressure limits in excess of 100 MPa. A wide range of stationary-phase chemistries is 

available for many challenging applications. 

 

1.4. Applications of UHPLC 
 

The commercialization of the first UHPLC system gave rise to a large number of 

publications comparing the performance of the new advanced LC technology and 

conventional HPLC [20,22-28]. These studies demonstrated that for many multi-

component samples (as encountered e.g. in biological analysis) UHPLC offers higher 

efficiency and faster analysis than HPLC. Fig. 1 [14] illustrates an eight-fold 

improvement in speed of separation of a pharmaceutical sample achieved by using sub-

2 m particles at elevated pressures. In several studies it was emphasized that UHPLC 

has a higher sensitivity and allows reducing the amounts of solvents used, because of 

smaller column dimensions [22-24,27,29]. Using kinetic plot methods [30] some 

authors came to the conclusion that UHPLC is particularly advantageous for high-speed 

separations [31,32]. As illustrated in Fig. 2 [31], 1.7 m particles at 100 MPa (1000 bar) 

can provide much faster separations than larger (3.5 and 5 m) particles at 40 MPa. 

However, at efficiencies above ca. 68,000 packing materials with larger particles 

become advantageous even when operated at these much lower pressures.  

Since 2004 the number of UHPLC applications has been growing exponentially. It 

is especially evident in separations of complex mixtures such as biological samples [33-

35], pharmaceuticals [29,36], food [37] and environmental samples [38]. Nowadays 
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many laboratories conducting analysis in these fields are well equipped with UHPLC 

instruments. Although other developing LC technologies, viz. monolithic columns and 

core-shell stationary phases show great potential for separations of complex samples, 

UHPLC secured its position in many application fields for the coming years. This is due 

to relatively easy method transfer between HPLC and UHPLC, the large variety of 

available stationary phases [16], and the well-established theoretical background.  

 

 

Fig.1. Gradient separation of didanosine and its impurities on two XBridge C18 columns with 

different dimensions and an ACQUITY UPLC BEH C18 column. Flow rates: (A) 1.0 mL/min,  

(B) 1.43 mL/min, and (C) 0.613 mL/min. Reprinted from ref. [14] with permission. 

 

 

Fig.2. Kinetic plots for 1.7, 3.5 and 5 μm particles. For detailed information on the conditions see ref. 

[31]. Solid points A–C represent analysis conditions below which 3.5 μm provide faster analysis than 5 

μm (point A), and 1.7 μm provide faster analyses than 5 μm (point B) and 3.5 μm (point C). Experimental 

points denoted by Δ and ο were obtained using the Acquity Column Heater (ACH) and Polaratherm 

(PLT), respectively. Reprinted from ref. [31] with permission. 
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1.5. UHPLC of large molecules 
 

Although UHPLC is on its way to become a routine technique for the analysis of 

low-molecular weight compounds, the situation is totally different for large molecules. 

Only very few applications of UHPLC in polymer analysis can be found in the literature. 

Falkenhagen et al. studied relatively low-molecular-weight (< 3000 Da) poly(ethylene 

oxide)s and poly(propylene oxide)s using UHPLC-MS [39]. Pursch et al. described 

separations of styrene-acrylonitrile copolymers and epoxy resins using an LC system 

with a 60-MPa pressure limit [40]. One of the reasons for such a limited number of 

publications may be a lack of UHPLC columns intended for size-exclusion 

chromatography (SEC), a type of LC that is the most commonly used in polymer 

analysis.  

Fundamentally, the advantages of UHPLC for separations of macromolecules are 

the same as for separations of small molecules; viz. this technique can offer improved 

separation efficiency and/or speed. The implementation of UHPLC for analysis of 

slowly-diffusing macromolecules would be especially rewarding. Therefore, it is 

important to investigate possibilities (and limitations) of polymer separations using 

UHPLC. 

 

1.6. Scope of the thesis  
 

The main goal of the present work is to explore the feasibility of UHPLC separations 

of synthetic polymers in both adsorption and size-exclusion modes. We attempt to 

demonstrate in practice the advantages of contemporary UHPLC technology for 

macromolecule analysis and also to identify its limitations. Finally we aim to build a 

comprehensive two-dimensional LC system for separations of polymers where UHPLC 

is used in both the first and the second dimensions.  

Chapter Two of this thesis reviews challenges that are encountered during the 

analysis of synthetic polymers with LC. Among these are poor solubility of many 

polymers in common chromatographic solvents, potential degradation of large 

macromolecules during LC analysis, difficulties in selecting suitable (combinations of) 

eluents, etc. Different separation mechanisms and available detection methods for 

polymers are critically discussed in this chapter. Special attention is paid to 
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contemporary developments in LC which can potentially improve the trade-off between 

efficiency and speed of analysis. Using UHPLC technology is recognized as one of the 

promising strategies to obtain fast and efficient separations of polymers. 

In Chapter Three problems associated with polymer analysis using UHPLC are 

identified and possible ways to solve these are explored. Very fast and efficient size-

based separations of polystyrene (PS) standards are demonstrated using wide-bore   

(4.6 mm I.D.) UHPLC columns. Chromatography is performed at ultra-high pressures 

in both size-exclusion and hydrodynamic modes. The influence of temperature, column 

length and flow rate on the obtained separations is investigated. 

Chapter Four discusses in detail fundamental limitations of UHPLC for polymer 

analysis, viz. deformation and degradation of macromolecules in the high-stress 

environments generated during the LC analysis (especially with small particles at 

elevated pressures). The conditions corresponding to the onsets of these two effects in 

UHPLC are established for PS polymers. Collection and re-injection of polymer peaks as 

well as off-line two-dimensional UHPLC experiments are performed to understand the 

behaviour of macromolecules at UHPLC conditions and to gain insight in the main 

sources of polymer degradation.  

Chapter Five demonstrates an application of gradient-elution UHPLC for 

separations of polyurethane (PU) samples used for coating applications. Two types of 

samples are studied: PUs obtained in the presence of ionic comonomer and PUs 

obtained without an ionic compound. Separations achieved by HPLC are compared with 

separations performed on a UHPLC system. The influence of mobile-phase pH on the 

separations is investigated. The identification of the low-molecular weight compounds 

present in the samples is performed using liquid chromatography-electrospray-(time-

of-flight) mass spectrometry. The polymeric part of the samples is examined by UHPLC 

coupled (off-line) with matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass 

spectrometry. 

Chapter Six demonstrates the possibility of performing comprehensive two-

dimensional separations of polymers with UHPLC used in both dimensions. Gradient-

elution UHPLC in the first dimension provides highly-efficient polymer separations 

based on chemical composition. Ultra-high-pressure SEC analysis in the second 

dimension offers very fast and efficient size-based separations. The approach presented 
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allows decreasing the overall analysis time for a two-dimensional experiment to (less 

than) one hour (as compared to several hours required for an HPLC×SEC experiment). 

 

The chapters of this thesis have been prepared for publication in international 

scientific journals and can be read independently. Therefore, some overlap may occur. 
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